The design and characteristics of orthonormal two-band QMF filter banks, with perfect reconstruction and linear phase properties, are considered in this paper. The analysis and synthesis filter banks are implemented using allpass filters. Filters in the synthesis bank are anticausal and unstable filters and the block processing technique and an appropriate causal filter are applied for their real time application. The generated filter banks characteristics and the finite block length influence of the block processing technique applied for anticausal filtering are illustrated for a rectangular input signal case. The corresponding wavelet and scaling functions, generated after five iterations of the analysis bank in a lowpass branch, are shown.
Introduction
In this paper, two-band paraunitary filter banks, which, when iterated, generate orthonormal wavelet bases are considered. Orthonormal filter banks can be realized using finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. The case of FIR filters has been examined in detail, while IIR filter banks have been less studied [1, 2] . It is known that IIR filters composed of two real allpass filters can be implemented with low complexity structures that are robust to finite precision error [3] . The main advantage of IIR filter banks is good frequency selectivity. Linear phase and orthonormality are not mutually exclusive properties for IIR filter banks, as they are in FIR case. To accomplish the orthonormality property, the impulse responses of the synthesis bank filters must be the time-reversed versions of the analysis filters. In the case of an FIR filter bank, that is achieved simply by filter coefficients time-inversion. If the IIR analysis filter bank uses causal filters, then the synthesis has anticausal filters.
In this paper, we use the algorithm proposed in [4, 5] and develop a design method for IIR complementary half-band filter pairs. The z-plane poles of designed half-band filters are placed on the imaginary axis. We use the block processing technique [6, 7] for the anticausal implementation of the synthesis part of the analysis bank. The results of the analysis of the implemented QMF bank are given in the paper. Finally, the appropriate scaling and wavelet functions are generated. 
Filter Design
the filter bank has the perfect reconstruction and orthonormal properties. 
which means that the design of only one filter, ) ( 0 z H , needs to be considered.
The bases vectors of orthonormal wavelet transformation are obtained from the iteration of this filter bank on its lowpass branch, with the additional "flatness" constraint that the lowpass filter should have K zeros at half the sampling frequency [1] . Iteration of filter bank generates equivalent band-pass filters of the form
Letting ∞ → i gives the "mother wavelet" ) (t ψ : The filter bank is never iterated to infinity in practice, so a desirable property is the ability of the waveform of i n ψ to vary smoothly in time n . This can be imposed by requiring that the limit function ) (t ψ exists and is regular i.e. continious, possibly with several continuous derivatives. Regularity is usually qualified by measuring the "regularity order", which can be defined as the number of times ) (t ψ is continuously differentiable. The simplest regularity condition for filter design is flatness constraint on the magnitude response )
For a given filter order, regularity and frequency selectivity contradict each other, so the design of ) ( 0 z H that has the best possible frequency selectivity for a given flatness condition is important.
Algorithm Description
The design of IIR filter ) ( 0 z H using a parallel sum of two real allpass filters is based on an eigenvalue problem by using the Remez exchange algorithm [5] . From equation (4) , it yields ( )
where ) (z U , a Nth-order real allpass filter, is defined as
where the filter coefficients n a are real, and
where
To meet the flatness condition in equation (9), the following relation must be satisfied
is odd, and M is integer and 
, the aim is to achieve an equiripple magnitude response by using remain degree of freedom. It can be concluded from equations (1) and (6) that only stopband response needs to be approximated. First, 1
are selected as follows,
By using the Remez exchange algorithm and the equation (13), the following can be written 
, and the denominator polynomial must be different from zero.
Equations (14) and (17) can be rewritten in a matrix form as
, and the matrices P and Q are
The set of filter coefficients can be get by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (18), computing the absolute minimum eigenvalue δ . The optimal solution is obtained after several iterations. Once the optimal filter coefficients are obtained, the poles of ) (z U inside the unit circle are assigned to ) ( 1 z A as its poles and the poles outside the unit circle are assigned to ) ( 0 z A as its zeros to get causal and stable ) ( 0 z H .
Real-Time Implementation of Orthonormal Filter Bank
A computationally efficient polyphase realization of two-channel IIR bank is depicted in Figure 1 [3] . In the synthesis bank filters polyphase components are anticausal and unstable filters. The causal implementation of the anticausal filter is based on the corresponding causal filter and the block processing technique [6, 7] . The block processing technique is a direct procedure for the design with the smallest length of the time-reversed sequence and with a small processing delay and can be used for the processing of the infinite length sequences or very long finite input sequences. Figure 2 ilustrates this procedure for the polyphase filter ) (
of the analysis bank. The infinite length input sequence is divided into L -length sequences, and each sequence is filtered separately as follows:
The input L -length sequence is stored in a last-in first-out (LIFO) register:
1) The time-reversed sequence is filtered using filter ) ( 0 z A , yielding 2L -length output sequence;
2) The sum of the last L output samples and the first L output samples of the previous sequence (delayed L 2 samples) is the new sequence [ ] f n ; and
3) The L -length sequence of ] [n f is time reversed using the LIFO register.
[ ]
Analysis filter bank Synthesis filter bank 
Analysis of the Results
The design of an IIR QMF filter bank using two real allpass filters with 4 
K is the number of zeros of the filter located at 1 − = z and the order of the filter regularity.
The obtained magnitude responses of IIR half-band lowpass filters are shown in Figure 3 . For 4 = M the design result is the Butterworth halfband filter and for 0 = M the result is the elliptic halfband filter. The Butterworth filter has a maximally flat magnitude response as it has 9 zeros at 1 − = z and the highest possible regularity order, but it has the worst frequency selectivity. The lowest regularity order and the best selectivity the elliptic filter has. The halfband filters' poles are on the imaginary axis of the complex z plane and are complex-conjugated. All filter zeros are on the unit circle. The pole-zero plot of the IIR filter for 0 = M is shown in Figure 4 . As 1 = K this filter has one zero at 1 − = z . Among the designed filters, the largest magnitude poles of the Butterworth filter are farthest from the unit circle, while the elliptic filter has poles nearest the unit circle. Figure 8 shows the responses of designed filter banks when the input signal is a rectangular wave form and the length of the processing block amounts to 20 = L . Figure  9 represents the magnified parts of the upper left corner of the rectangular wave form responses of the previous figure. It can be seen that the Butterworth filter response succeeds the shape of input signal very accurately, while the elliptic filter performs truncation of the rectangular corner. Figure 10 depicts the magnified upper edge or stationary part of the rectangular wave form responses, which are shown in Figure 8 . The part of the Butterworth filter response best follows the input signal and has the smallest deviations. As the M decreases, the block effect is more noticable. The elliptic filter has the greatest amplitude of distortion caused by the block processing. This is expected according to the position of poles which are nearest the unit circle. Figure 12 shows the scaling and the wavelet functions generated according to [2] after five iterations of the analysis filter banks on the lowpass branch. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the implementation of two-band orthonormal IIR QMF filter banks using a parallel connection of two real allpass filters is examined. The criteria and the design algorithm of these IIR two-chanel filter banks are explained. The magnitude and phase characteristics of designed QMF banks are discussed according to filter poles position in the z -plane and the length of sequence used in block processing technique realization of anticausal filters. The generation of orthonormal wavelet bases by iterated designed orthonormal filter banks is presented.
